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Abstract. Transport telematics systems integrate information technology
with telecommunications for the purposes of transport systems. This helps
to improve the safety of vehicles and facilities involved in transport tasks.
At the same time, the efficiency of using transport infrastructure and means
of transport increases. The development and use of specialised IT
applications that use data from transport telematics systems helped to
create Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). Currently, in Poland (in Europe
and in the world), more and more advanced services offered by Intelligent
Transport Systems are being developed and implemented. It is particularly
relevant in road transport, especially because Poland’s road safety is
insufficient compared to other European countries. The article presents the
authors’ proposed indicators and criteria that can be used for assessing ITS
services in the context of road safety. The authors conducted analyses to
study the application of AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process), if ITS services
were to be used to improve road safety. Then, it will be possible to choose
one solution from all the assessed ones.

1 Introduction
Transport telematics systems are systems in which IT and telecommunications solutions are
integrated for the purposes of various transport modes. The use of this type of solutions
results in an increase in the efficiency of using transport infrastructure and means of
transport [1–3]. At the same time, it also increases the level of safety of travellers, vehicles
and facilities implementing transport tasks. Specialised IT applications use data obtained
from transport telematics systems. This is how Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) were
created. Currently, in transport they are among the most complex systems. Their
effectiveness depends on the amount of information received from measuring devices and
algorithms used in IT applications [4].
The use of ITS solutions has a positive effect on travelling conditions both in private
and public road transport. The implementation of intelligent transport systems is one of the
most economically efficient methods for improving traffic.
From the perspective of reliability and operations, transport telematics systems and
intelligent transport systems function under varied conditions [5,6]. Observations of how
they operate in the road transport environment confirm that they depend on the reliability of
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individual subsystems and efficient management of their operational process [7]. Therefore,
an operational analysis should take into account not only the reliability of subsystems, but
also the efficiency of the operational management process. It is important to ensure that
scientific studies represent phenomena occurring in reality (including electromagnetic
interference [8–10]) in research models of intelligent transport systems. Such an approach
makes it possible to determine the relevant reliability and operating indicators which will
help to assess ITS solutions when they are implemented.
The proper functioning of intelligent transport systems has a significant impact on road
safety [11]. The state of inability of ITS electronic devices, as well as errors in functioning
of IT applications may lead to the occurrence of states of impendency over safety [12,13].
The reliability theory involves analysis of the impact of damage on the system’s specific
reliability indicators. The areas of interest of the safety theory includes the effects of
damage and errors. They may lead to the occurrence of states of impendency over safety
(which is particularly important from the perspective of a transport process). Therefore, it is
important to correctly determine which of the system’s states can be considered acceptable
or unacceptable from the perspective of safety (including partial usability states).
One way to improve road safety is to implement modern solutions of intelligent
transport systems [14]. ITS systems should have specific indicators to help with comparing
them with one another so that the most favourable ones are selected. As regards devices and
systems, one of the most important criteria is reliability and operation. The reliability of
ITS solutions is affected by the reliability of subsystems and the use of redundant
structures. The first solution prevents damage, although the second one leads to the ITS
system expansion, but it helps to tolerate damage (by the existence of partial usability
states). When analysing ITS solutions, the quality of information that is obtained by these
systems from various types of sensors is also crucial. The functioning of ITS solutions is
also significantly affected by oscillations. Another relevant issue is the correct supply of
devices used in ITS.
When modern intelligent transport systems are implemented, they must be compared
and assessed. Therefore, there is a need to develop criteria which would include indicators
that can assess ITS services in order to improve RTS (Road Traffic Safety) and traffic
efficiency. Such an approach was presented by the authors in this publication.

2 Intelligent transport systems
One of the more important elements in the functioning of intelligent transport systems is
information. It is transmitted with the use of various transmission media (wired and
wireless). The use of electronic, telecommunications and IT devices results in the fact that,
in reality, ITS solutions constitute complex ICT systems [15–17]. The result is that they are
highly susceptible to various types of risks, including those related to the impact of
electromagnetic interference.
The implementation of ITS systems has a positive impact on the transport system,
among others, by:
− increasing road capacity,
− improving road safety,
− decreasing travel time and energy consumption,
−
improving the quality of the natural environment (reduction of exhaust emissions
[18]),
−
making travel more comfortable and improving conditions for drivers, public
transport travellers and pedestrians,
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reducing road fleet management costs and those associated with road surface
maintenance.
To achieve the desired outcomes, road system managers must have access to incoming
data within a specified time. Some of the data must be available in real time (e.g. alarms,
emergency connections, camera images) [19,20]. Other data can be transmitted with short
delays (delays are permissible depending on the type of service). A part of the data is
directly stored in the devices, and then passed on at specified time intervals in aggregated
or pre-processed form. In order to make reasonable decisions, managers should have the
possibility to verify the incoming data and have a good understanding of the situation.
Therefore, visual monitoring systems are also applied. Thanks to them, they can monitor
points in real time which are relevant from the perspective of Road Traffic Safety and to
document the incidents and measures taken.
Intelligent transport systems consist of many subsystems. The tasks performed by
individual subsystems help to implement all of the ITS functions. Thanks to that, it is
possible to effectively monitor and control the traffic, predict dangerous situations, manage
traffic incidents, maintain roads and implement other activities (including public safety)
that are necessary for the proper operation of roads and motorways.
The objective of intelligent transport systems is to provide services for users and
stakeholders. According to ISO 14813-1:2007 [21], there are 49 groups of services offered
in the field of intelligent transport systems. They were divided into 12 more general
domains of operation of intelligent transport systems.
The ITS services implemented in urban areas primarily include road traffic
management, passenger information services, vehicle fleet management, public transport,
incident management and electronic payment services. In addition to urban areas, ITS
services also cover non-urban areas such as traffic management on expressways. An
example of the ITS solution implemented in such areas can be, for example, sectional speed
measurement (SPECS). If they want to deliver these services, contractors must have a set of
appropriate tools for implementation. They must also have expertise in using these tools. A
team of qualified employees is also required not only to implement a specific solutions but
also to implement the services, e.g. in traffic control centres.
The rich offer of services in the ITS market helps to meet the diverse needs of road
users and road managers. It is safe to say that the offer guarantees improvements to how
transport systems operate, improves the safety of users of these systems and provides
support to public services.
When designing the solutions used in ITS systems and selecting technology, it is
important to take into account many various factors. Therefore, in order to assess individual
solutions for the implementation of specific ITS services, it is necessary to develop criteria
and indicators. Such an approach will help to make an assessment and then select the right
solution for the specific assumptions.
−

3 Issues involved in assessing ITS services
By analysing in detail various types of ITS solutions and the technologies for implementing
ITS services to improve road safety and traffic efficiency, the following indicators are
proposed for the purposes of assessment:
− group of indicators characterising the services:
• probability of service accessibility,
• probability of service availability,
• probability of service continuity,
• guaranteed service quality,
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• delays in information transmission,
group of economic indicators:
• operating cost,
• cost of starting a new service/function,
• costs/benefits in the life cycle,
• compatibility with solutions already in use.
The above indicators were proposed because they help to assess effectively ITS services
and their contribution to better road safety and traffic efficiency, and at the same time, it is
possible to choose the most favourable ones.
The indicators characterising the services were adopted as the first criterion. This group
includes: the probability of service accessibility, the probability of service availability, the
possibility of service continuity and the guaranteed service quality and delays in the
information transmission. The indicators help to assess ITS services in the context of their
provision level, which is very important from the point of view of the end user (driver,
passenger, manager).
The next criterion is the group of economic indicators. It included four indicators:
operating cost, the cost of starting a new service/function, costs/benefits in the life cycle
and the compatibility with solutions already in use. As a result, ITS services can now be
compared both in terms of operating costs and the implementation of other
services/functions in the future, which will increase the Road Traffic Safety level. The
economic indicators are very important because it will be possible to choose a specific
solution, the operation of which will be more economically rational within a specified
period. The indicator – costs/benefits in the life cycle is, among others, responsible for that.
The indicator of service compatibility with existing solutions is also crucial. If
compatibility is ensured, it will be possible to implement specific ITS solutions by using
existing infrastructure with some indication of possible requirements for modernisation or
replacement of the infrastructure elements in order to meet specific functions at the
sufficient level.
By assuming that in terms of criteria and procedures for the selection of ITS services, in
order to improve the Road Traffic Safety and traffic efficiency, the AHP (Analytic
Hierarchy Process) method will be applied. The method is part of multi-criteria decisionmaking support [22], this is why the following criteria will be adopted:
− service criteria,
− economic criteria.
Figure 1 presents the structure of a decision-making model (with the use of the AHP
method) within the framework of selecting ITS services in order to improve Road Traffic
Safety and traffic efficiency.
The analysis of various electronic, telecommunications and IT solutions of ITS services
helped to distinguish two main criteria: service and economic. Each includes specific
subcriteria. Therefore, it will be possible to assess various ITS services and choose the
rational one.
−
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Objective
selection of services in order to improve the
Road Traffic Safety and traffic efficiency

Service criterion
•

•
•
•
•

Economic criterion

probability of the service
accessibility
probability of the service availability
probability of the service continuity
guaranteed service quality
delays in information transmission

•
•
•
•

operating cost
cost of starting a new service/
function
costs/benefits in the life cycle
compatibility with the already used
solutions

selection of one solution
solution A

solution B

solution C

solution N

Fig. 1. The decision-making model structure (in the AHP method) within the framework of selecting
ITS services in order to improve Road Traffic Safety and traffic efficiency.

The proposed indicators can also be used in other methods for supporting decision
making within the framework of selecting ITS services in order to improve Road Traffic
Safety and traffic efficiency.

4 Conclusion
The article presents the authors’ proposal of indicators and criteria that can be used for
assessing ITS services in the context of road traffic safety. Within the framework of the
analyses, the authors offer the application of the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method
for selecting ITS services in order to improve Road Traffic Safety. Then, it will be possible
to choose one solution from all those assessed.
In further research, there are plans to develop an IT application that makes it possible
for persons responsible for implementing ITS solutions (i.e. specific ITS services) to use
the presented criteria and subcriteria for their assessment.
The article was prepared within the framework of the project RID 4D “Impact of services of
Intelligent Transport Systems on the level of road safety”, funded by the National Centre for Research
and Development and the Directorate for National Roads and Motorways (Contract No. DZP/RID-I41/7/NCBR/2016).
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